Scott
Harris

C.O.O. & Co-Founder
of Building Construction Group

Since the age of 5, Scott spent his childhood inventing contraptions and experimenting on how to perfect a home. He then went on to work alongside
some of the world’s most influential designers. In
Los Angeles, Scott is deemed one the foremost building (general) contractors and the industry’s noted “triple
threat” (design, architecture and building/construction)
“go-to” experts for residential and commercial properties
specializing in environmental (“green”), new technology,
renovation, deconstruction, reconstruction, restoration
and building as an art form.
Co-founder of Building Construction Group in
2006 with stellar William Hefner AIA, Scott has not
only redefined what a home should be, but his vision has reached millions, stretching what we thought
was the norm for simple construction. Scott's vision,
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creativity and mission reach farther than mere construction. From the heart of a family man, Scott says,
“Our goals extend well beyond building the next estate, they project toward building relationships and
a respectable, honorable future and environment for
our family’s generations to come.”
He is a favorite among a long list including billionaires and celebrities (i.e., Paul Allen, Taio Cruz, Kevin
James, Kevin Costner, John Paul DeJoria, the Sultan of
Brunel, Savoy Hotel-London, LA’s AOC restaurant, San
Francisco’s Saint Francis Hotel, restaurants for Gordon Ramsay and Michel Mina), creating elite and jawdropping crème de la crème estates including actorenvironmentalist, Ed Begley Jr.’s new certified LEED
PLATINUM home.
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Actor/TV-Film Star KEVIN JAMES kitchen & Entry

Guest house of William Hefner AIA/Studio William Hefner

Has your passion always been focused on
building/home construction?
YES.YES and YES. As far back as I can recall, I never felt at home, unless I was building or bettering a
home for my family or others. It’s a rhythm that courses
through my veins. While my friends wanted to climb
the fence to play basketball, I would go the other way
and climb the construction fence imagining it was my
own job site. I do recall as a child, connecting with the
boy in the movie, 'Close Encounters of the Third Kind.’
He had an unexplainable drive to build the model he
envisioned and when I saw him I related to the calling. I
than found out in mid-life, that I came from a long line
of creative individuals that migrated here and became
furniture builders, home builders, a great Grandfather
who built the first Temple in the city of Los Angeles
and a jewelry designer. Pulling from my inborn history, I feel at peace building and creating subtlety-jeweled
homes that would hopefully make an atheist wonder if
there is a supreme builder!
How is your work different from any other builder?
What makes our work different is, that we literally look
beyond the box and weave in subtle repetitive formulas and proportions that some call ‘Sacred Geometry’.
There is a feeling, unexpressed, but only felt, when you
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see something that moves you like a wave of electricity. There is achievement in design that is found when
something that appears so simple, but indescribably,
equally moves a child, a grandmother and a business
tycoon. What they all have in common is, familiarity
of or own DNA. We found you will never feel more at
home, than living in a home that is built replicating the
perfect proportions of your own human body. The secret is revealed why are homes are different, yet familiar!
We heard that you are the President of the Green
Wish Foundation’s board of directors, tell us more
about it?
While our company and I give openly to our clients
through building with the goal of bettering and healing
lives, after becoming a father to two beautiful boys, I
wanted my children to have an example and a memory
of a father that taught them the importance of helping
their community. I took on the awesome challenge as
the President of Green Wish and in doing so, we reconnected our community, by envisioning and creating
some of the largest outreach events in Green Wish’s history. While we did historically well, it’s not all about
raising funds it’s about raising conscience, raising our
education level and raising the awareness of how to take
care of those who can’t take care of themselves.

What is the key and idea behind your work to turn a
home into a sanctuary?
No matter how many challenges you may come across
in a day, there is often no better restorative place to
go, but to your home. When we are sick, we go to our
homes to heal. When we are sad, we go to our homes
to reconnect with our thoughts. When we are tired, we
go to our homes to recharge. When we are happy, we go
to our homes to celebrate. We encourage our clients to
include a meditation room or space, in our homes we
build so they can restore. And, with regard to design,
we found purity and simplicity are the ingredients that
organically make a home into our haven or, our place
of sanctuary.
What was it like building the Greenest Home in
America for actor-environmentalist, Ed Begley Jr.?
I was so honored that Ed and Rachelle Begley selected
the Architect, William Hefner and Building Construction Group as the builder to help them build a nearly
self- sustaining home. If building were a sport, building
the Greenest Home in America would be an akin to the
(recycled ironman) Triathlon. It was truly a journey into
the future looking at how we build today and exploring
the world of building tomorrow and incorporating new
thoughts and ideas, blazing a trail that hopefully others
can, and will want to follow.
Tell us more about Building Construction Group.
Building Construction Group is unique in the sense
that we cater to those “who know what they want, but
don’t know how to get there.” We listen to our clients on
a deeper level and draw out what it is that they may have
dreamed of as a child, but don’t know how to articulate

it. We then help them balance out their imagination
with the latest technological, environmental and safety
advancements, and create sanctuaries that touch a spot
so deep in our clients’ lives that with every turnover,
they toast a glass to us, smile, and then suddenly say.
“You made my dreams come true.”
Who were some of your clients that you can share
their name with us, and why you think they choose
you?
In hindsight I never tried to seek out clients with names
that were recognizable to most, and only focused on the
craft of building. Somehow, every client we have is a
captain of their industry and we are currently working
on some of the most famous estates in the world…and
I think back, as you ask this question…how did this
come to be? I’ve come to find that our clients are not
rich, or successful, or a star of entertainment because
they were born lucky. I’ve come to find that they are
some of the hardest working, most dedicated and generous individuals I’ve ever met. While I don’t know it
to be true, I would like to think that perhaps I became
a captain of my industry and work equally hard and
perhaps like-minded people attract like-minded people?
As far as who is on our client list, besides a few public
ones like Ed Begley Jr. we honor our clients by keeping
it mostly private.

www.buildingcgroup.com/content
www.facebook.com/scott.harris.3388?fref=ts
https://preprod.instagram.com/scott_harris_building
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